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America, we have got to start giving our poor and middle
class children a better start, and chance in life! Though
tempting, we all should try to avoid ranting and venting about
this subject. The call is for those who care, or provide direct
clinical counseling services, to find space, voice and time to
make a difference in homes, schools and local communities.
This is no easy task, and the faint in heart should stay
away. Being faint will not do the job when well intended,
under-educated, and college degree holding parents have
fixed and stiff mindsets that inadvertently stifle their children.
Over the last six months, I have been listening more
carefully to the children that I service in mental health
counseling. They are telling, and saying, a lot about life
and what they need from their parents.
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At the top of their list is a wish for a better home life that
gives them a fair chance to reach their full potential. From
the landscapes of their well-kept homes in the suburbs, to
their subsidized housing over by the church, great majorities
of America’s youth are asking for a chance and a better start.
I do not feel that they are asking for too much.
From your place of strength and realm of influence, will
you help facilitate a child’s chance and best start? Will you?
I will! When individuals like you and I “will” to do
something, it usually happens. I’m the first to say that there is
very little in it for me, and I do not need something else added
to my plate.
Likewise, I’m also the first to say, I have a role and
responsibility regarding all children, and where should I
start. For the sake of the children, let’s get it started people!
Recco
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“Children remain our
future.” Dr. Recco

RSRC
Recco S. Richardson Consulting, Inc.
Now Accepting Fall 2018 LLPCs
“New & Transfer” Supervision Participants

Licensure Education Training
(LET)
“An Effective & Personal Limited Licensed Professional Counselor
Supervision Program”

“We offer the
difference ..

LET PROGRAM
ACTIVITIES
Group Supervision
Individual Supervision
Case Reviews
Compliance
Strategies/Audits
Regular Communication
NCE Test Prep
Counseling Residencies
Private Practice Support
Personal Confidence
Case Conceptualization
Treatment Planning
Grant/Proposal Writing

Lansing, MI & Flint, MI
Supervision Cohort Locations
For more info visit
reccorichardsonconsulting.com/let-program

Research Writing
Guest Speakers
Conferences/CEU’s

… that makes a
difference”

Since 2000, Over 150 LLPCs Have Been
Supervised By Dr. Richardson
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Understanding Critical Psychology
Melea T. Bullock, MA, MS, LLPC

With so many types of psychology utilized throughout the
world, critical psychology is not easily defined. Some
classifications of psychology are almost self-explanatory by
their names, for instance, cross-cultural psychology is the
branch of psychology that seeks to determine how cultural
factors influence a person’s behaviors and thoughts (Lonner,
2000), so then acculturation psychology is the area of
psychology that looks at the changes in an individual’s,
“Psychocultural orientations,” as they attempt to interact with
cultures different than their own (Berry, 1980), and of course
there is what is arguably the most popular type of psychology,
clinical, where the focus is on assessment and treatment of
mental illnesses. Even without express details, the
aforementioned branches of psychology are recognizable.
When hearing of critical psychology, it is possible that just
its title will bring up more questions than answers. One might,
however, venture to say that is exactly the point of critical
psychology. Critical psychology, as defined, is the acute study
of previously studied psychologies (Harris, 2009). As such,
the nature of critical psychology is to broach questions that
may have been previously overlooked about psychologies that
have been presented and generally accepted as the norm.
“In critical psychology, revisionists play a very important
role in providing an alternate, albeit opposing view
of history other than what has previously been
the widely explored belief.”
Revisionist history is sometimes used in a negative manner
to refer to an account from someone who has an altered
memory of an event from the past. This memory is often said
to construe things in a way that benefits them solely.
However, in critical psychology, revisionists play a very
important role in providing an alternate, albeit opposing view,
of history other than what has previously been the widely
explored belief (Harris, 2009). Revisionists such as Bettye
Goldstein, Leon Kamin and Stephen Gould are known to have
not only questioned the status quo, but to have used actual
historical recollections to do so (Harris, 2009).
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A Review Of Critical
Psychology
a). Perspectives on
psychology that draw
extensively on critical
theory
b). Challenges mainstream
psychology
c). Applies psychological
understandings in more
progressive ways
d). Sees social change as a
means of preventing and
treating psychopathology
e). Focus is on power
differences between social
classes and groups
f). Discusses the usage of
unjust power on the mental
and physical well-being of
individuals
g). Explains behavior at
the level of the individual.
h). Critiques mainstream
psychology's support for
an unjust status quo

Many notable debates have arisen from such revisionists
bravely standing up to share a perspective that may not have
been readily received until many years later, if ever. With a
critical eye, writers reviewed events such as the Vietnam War
or known theorists, such as Freud. As one of the most wellknown neurologists and members of the mental health
community, Sigmund Freud held very clear and strong, if not
pessimist, beliefs of the inner workings of one’s thoughts and
motivations.
To an extent, his work was largely focused on males, who
he found to be dominant. Goldstein bravely challenged his
theory’s, as a non-pessimist, as well as a woman, and while
her critiques were not unbiased, it elevated the conversation to
the next level.
One such critical review that seems particularly relevant
with today’s society, and recent events, are the works of
Kamin and Gould as they discredited the notion of Black
people’s inferiority, and lack of intelligence existing due to
genetics, heredity and race (Harris, 2009). In the 1960’s, that
was a bold stance to take in the United States. With the Civil
Rights movement and the push for equality, the critical review
found a place in history. Now, in the wake of what some are
signifying as the beginning of a new race war in the United
States, the need for critical psychology is stronger than ever.
Generalizations in terms of the behaviors and
understanding of black males have led to an unprecedented
number of deaths at the hands of white law enforcement. On
different news stations, behavioral analysts seek to justify the
actions of law enforcement, citing previous (unrelated)
behaviors of other black men with statements such as, “Earlier
this week in a neighboring city, a law enforcement officer was
assaulted by a black man during a routine traffic stop.”
This overgeneralization is not one sided; in Dallas, Texas,
12 police officers were murdered by a man who most likely
generalized the behaviors of the police who have recently
murdered blacks, to be the behaviors of any (and all) white
law enforcement officers. There is fear in many hearts in
America that this is the start of a pattern. Because white
officers believe black men to act in a way often perceived
to be threatening and dangerous, they will continue to
approach black men with aggression.
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What’s Happening In
America Right Now
A shift in power
Intolerance of
differences
Call for change
Articulation of facts
Lack of accountability
Opportunity and growth
Evolving ideas
Demand for creativity
Global views and impact
Human rights versus
policy and law battles
A call for unity and
reasoning
Mass rallies and protest
movements for a cause
A break from traditional
modes of operation

Because some white officers have approached blacks with
aggression, all white officers will be perceived as harmful and
racist. This will become the accepted norm if there are not
those who are willing to speak up and lead a discussion of
change. There are black officers who have assaulted citizens,
and there are white men who have been victims of police
brutality.
The current climate of the country is not set in stone and is
able to change. When reviewed and approached critically,
there can be a change, or at least the proper discussions
leading towards it.

LET/LLPC’s INFO

Next Group Supervision
Lansing: Saturday August
18, 2018 (4 pm – 8 pm)
Flint: Sunday August 19,
2018 (5 pm – 9 pm)

Typical Topics
Case Conceptualization
One of the many challenges, however, is that communities
do not know where to start. (Evans & Loomis, 2009). In order
to see a change, other than someone just speaking out,
“Change happens when people come together to make it
happen” (Evans & Loomis, 2009). Critical psychologists have
the unique opportunity to raise the awareness that can
ultimately lead to change.
Licensure Education Training Program (LET)
Offered by Recco S. Richardson Consulting, Inc., the
Licensure Educational Training (LET) Program is an effective
supervisory program that targets Limited Licensed
Professional Counselors (LLPCs) who need supervision.
LET Services
Group Supervision: Monthly gatherings that review caseloads
and discuss trends.
Individual Supervision: As requested, informal one-on-one
sessions that provide personal attention and insightful
strategies.
Communication: Unlimited monthly communication via
phone, email and text.
Other: NCE workshops, counseling residencies, business
services support, book club and scholarly writing/research.
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Private Practice Insight
Treatment Planning
Personal Confidence
Clinical Diagnosis
Managing Difficult Clients
Career Planning
Grant/Proposal Writing
Ethical Dilemmas
Professional Disclosure
Case Termination

ABLE Program
The Adolescents for Better Learning Endeavors (ABLE)
Program is designed to help school age youth move forward
as a result of gaining new skills and competency.
The goal is for participants to be able to successfully
participate within the school setting. The program helps
participants improve their academics, social life, emotional
maturity and decision-making skills.
Program Components
The program components are individual counseling,
family counseling, home visits, crisis management, effective
parenting workshops. incentives & awards, support groups,
consultations and exciting fieldtrips.

Contact Us
Recco S. Richardson Consulting, Inc.
Recco Santee Richardson, Ph.D., LPC
2500 S. Linden Road, P.O. Box 321252, Flint, MI 48532
(810) 394-7815 (Office) … (810) 732-6657 (Fax)
Website: reccorichardson.com
Email: reccorichardsonphd@gmail.com
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